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Introduction  
Recent advances in micro-electro
systems (MEMS) technology, wireless 
communications [2] and digital electronics have 
enabled the development of low-cost, low
multifunctional sensor nodes that are small in size 
and communicate untethered in short distances. 
These tiny sensor nodes, which consist of sensing, 
data processing, and communicating components, 
leverage the idea of sensor networks based on 
collaborative effort of a large number of nodes. WSN 
nodes are battery powered, the routing p
should consume less energy and also it should be 
ensured that the information transfer delay should be 
less. Due to the importance of geographical features 
in WSN applications, spatial queries [6] that aim at 
extracting sensed data from sensor node
certain proximity of interested areas become an 
essential function in WSNs. Use of this WSN is 
implemented in the data mining concept which 
proved to be effective one in terms of energy 
consumption and query latency. Existing system 
deals with the use of GPSR  in the routing phase, 
KNN boundary estimation and spatial irregularity in 
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Abstract 

research is picking up in area of Wireless Sensor Networks. Wireless sensor networks 
are being used in various monitoring applications (e.g., environmental monitoring and military surveillance) over a 
wide geographical region. In these applications, spatial queries that collect data from wireless sensor networks play 
an important role. One such query is the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) query that facilitates collection of sensor data 
samples based on a given query location and the number of samples specified (i.e., K). Recently, itinerary
KNN query processing techniques, which propagate queries and collect data along a predetermined itinerary, have 
been developed. Previous studies show that itinerary-based KNN query processing algorithms are able to achiev
better energy efficiency than other existing algorithms developed upon tree-based network infrastructures. However, 
how to derive itineraries for KNN query based on different performance requirements remains a challenging 

we propose a Parallel Concentric-circle using rotated Itinerary structure based KNN 
(PCIKNN with Rotated itinerary) query processing technique that derives different itineraries by optimizing either 
query latency or energy consumption in Wireless Sensor Networks. 
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These tiny sensor nodes, which consist of sensing, 
data processing, and communicating components, 
leverage the idea of sensor networks based on 
collaborative effort of a large number of nodes. WSN 
nodes are battery powered, the routing protocol 
should consume less energy and also it should be 
ensured that the information transfer delay should be 
less. Due to the importance of geographical features 
in WSN applications, spatial queries [6] that aim at 
extracting sensed data from sensor nodes located in 
certain proximity of interested areas become an 
essential function in WSNs. Use of this WSN is 
implemented in the data mining concept which 
proved to be effective one in terms of energy 
consumption and query latency. Existing system 
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KNN boundary estimation and spatial irregularity in  

 
order to route the query using this GPSR protocol .we  
optimize the performance in terms of energy 
consumption and query latency  of using GPSR in 
WSN. 
 
Itinerary based KNN query processing in Parallel 
Concentric Itinerary based KNN (PCIKNN)
Itinerary-based query processing algorithm [1] based 
on optimized parallel concentric
namely PCIKNN. We have three Phases 1) Routing 
phase 2) The KNN boundary estimation phase 3) The 
query dissemination phase. It is shown with example 
in Fig 1. Initially, a KNN query, issued at a source 
node, is routed to the sensor node nearest to the query 
point q (referred the home node) at the routing phase. 
Next, in the KNN boundary estimation phase, the 
home node estimates an initial KNN boundary (
the solid boundary line circle in Fig. 1a), which is 
likely to contain K nearest sensor nodes from q. 
Finally, in the query dissemination phase (as shown 
in Fig. 1b), the home node propagates the query to 
each node within the estimated initial KNN 
boundary. While the KNN query propagates along 
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Initially, a KNN query, issued at a source 
node, is routed to the sensor node nearest to the query 
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Next, in the KNN boundary estimation phase, the 
home node estimates an initial KNN boundary (i.e., 
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certain well-designed itineraries, query results are 
collected at the same time. 
 
GPSR in PCIKNN 
GPSR protocol [12] is the earliest geographical 
routing protocols for adhoc networks which can also 
be used for WSN environment. The GPSR adapts a 
greedy forwarding strategy and perimeter forwarding 
strategy to route messages. It makes uses of a 
neighborhood beacon that sends a node’s identity and 
its position. GPSR, PCIKNN [1] adopts two modes 
(i.e., the greedy mode and the perimeter mode) in the 
KNN query propagation. In the greedy mode, a 
message is forwarded by selecting the sensor node 
making the most progress toward the destination. 
When a void region is encountered, PICKNN 
switches to the perimeter mode and continues to 
move forward.  
Since void regions may appear in branch-segments, 
peri-segments, and return segments, we develop 
methods to bypass void regions, correspondingly. 
When a KNN query reaches a void region on a 
branch segment, the KNN query is split into two 
KNN query threads. We classify the left KNN query 
thread and the right KNN query thread. The left KNN 
query thread continues to move forward by using the 
left-hand rule to select the next Q-node close to the 
branch-segment.  The right KNN query thread acts 
similarly based on the right-hand rule. If these two 
KNN query threads reach a concentric-circle, both 
two KNN query threads fork two additional KNN 
query threads and move forward along the peri-
segments. Note that after bypassing void regions, 
both the left and the right KNN query threads will 
merge into one KNN query that keeps propagating 
along the branch-segment. 

 
Fig.1. An overview of itinerary-based KNN query 

processing. 
 

Overview Of Pciknn 
The below diagram gives the overall idea of  
PCIKNN with Customized GPSR see fig 2.In the 
diagram mentioned below source node is the arbitrary 

node where we propagate the initial spatial query to 
it. And Home node which estimates the boundary 
estimation after the itinerary propagation of query 
using GPSR in the routing phase. 

Routing phase and KNN boundary estimation phase 

Routing is decided using the respective head set 
members in the sensor nodes where source node is 
called the arbitrary node [1]. The head set is decided 
on a routine basis with reference to the energy level 
of the signal received to the source node at the time 
of reception of spatial query. A query message with 
its Q is geographically routed from the sink node s to 
the nearest neighbor (i.e., the home node np, where p 
denotes the number of hops along the routing path) 
around the query point q. From the Fig 1 the 
information of the sensor network is gathered along 
with the routing procedure without the aid of any 
infrastructure. Upon receiving Q and the collected 
information from the previous phase, the home node 
estimates a searching boundary, named KNN 
boundary, with radius R by using an efficient 
(specifically, linear time) KNNB algorithm. The 
estimated boundary is not fixed and will be 
dynamically adjusted (by the other nodes) as long as 
additional information is available in the next phase.  

Design of Concentric-Circle Itineraries 
Given a query point q and an estimated KNN 
boundary [1], the area within the boundary can be 
divided into multiple concentric-circle itineraries.  
KNN query is first propagated along branch-
segments in each sector. Along the branch-segment, a 
Q-node broadcasts a probe message and collects 
partial results from D-nodes within the region width 
of w. For each sector, when the KNN query reaches 
one of the concentric-circles, two KNN query threads 
are forked to propagate along the two peri-segments, 
while the original KNN query continues to move 
along the branch-segment.  To propagate a KNN 
query in two peri-segments, the Q-node in the branch 
segment first finds two Q-nodes in peri- mode. After 
bypassing voids, it changes back to the greedy 
segments and evenly divides the partial query result 
collected to these two Q-nodes. 
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Fig 2: Architectural diagram of PCIKNN. 

 
Rotated Itinerary Structures of PCIKNN 
Here a rotated itinerary structure in PCIKNN is dealt 
in order to known the boundary estimation. Without 
loss of generality, we consider an example, where the 
number of concentric-circles is 4  (i.e., C = 4).  
 

 
Fig 3: Design of Concentric circle. 

 
As shown in Fig. 3, for each concentric-circle, the 
branch-segment is rotated by θ degree. Assume that S 
is the number of sectors and C is the number of 
concentric-circles. The rotation angle θ is set to 2π/S 
× C such that the return-segments of all concentric-
circles are evenly distributed within a KNN 
boundary. The dotted straight lines in Fig. are the 
return- segments. For each concentric-circle, sensor 
nodes along the return-segments are different, and 
thus, the energy consumption of sensor nodes along 
the return-segments is balanced. While the rotated 
itinerary of PCIKNN deals with the energy 
exhaustion problem of sensor nodes along the return-
segments, the query latency is slightly increased 
because the total length of branch-segments in one 
sector is increased. 

 
Fig 4: Parallel concentric itineraries in PCIKNN 

 
Dynamic KNN boundary estimation 
Network information collected during the routing 
path of KNN query is used to derive the network 
density, which, in turn, is used to estimate a KNN 
boundary. In the fig 5, we describe how PCIKNN 
updates these two values during the routing phase. 
Message transmitting from node Ni to node N+1; the 
gray area is the newly explored area, denoted by EA 
i. The number of sensor nodes in EA i is denoted by 
inc i+1. By adding inc i+1 to Num, we have the 
updated number of nodes encountered so far. 

 
Fig: 5 Coverage areas estimated in the routing phase. 

 
Spatial Irregularity 
When a message (with the KNN query or partial 
results) reaches a void region, the message needs to 
find a way to bypass the void. Similar to GPSR, 
PCIKNN adopts two modes (i.e., the greedy mode 
and the perimeter mode) in the KNN query 
propagation. In the greedy mode, a message is 
forwarded by selecting the sensor node making the 
most progress toward the destination. When a void 
region is encountered, PICKNN switches to the 
perimeter mode. After bypassing voids, it changes 
back to the greedy mode and continues to move 
forward. Since void regions may appear in branch-
segments, peri-segments, and return segments, we 
develop methods to bypass void regions, 
correspondingly. Fig. 5a shows an example of 
bypassing void region along the branch-segments and 
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peri-segments, where gray areas are void regions. In 
the figure,  

 
Fig 5a: An example of bypassing void regions in 

PCIKNN. 
 
the bold and dotted lines refer to the KNN query 
propagation along the branch-segments and peri-
segments, respectively. Also, the black and gray 
nodes are Q-nodes and D-nodes, respectively. When 
a KNN query reaches a void region on a branch 
segment, the KNN query is split into two KNN query 
threads. We classify the left KNN query thread and 
the right KNN query thread. The left KNN query 
thread continues to move forward by using the left-
hand rule to select the next Q-node close to the 
branch-segment. The right KNN query thread acts 
similarly based on the right-hand rule. If these two 
KNN query threads reach a concentric-circle, both 
two KNN query threads fork two additional KNN 
query threads and move forward along the peri-
segments. Note that after bypassing void regions, 
both the left and the right KNN query threads will 
merge into one KNN query that keeps propagating 
along the branch-segment. If a void exists on a peri-
segment, the KNN query will decide which rule to 
use according to the relative position of the peri-
segment. 
 

Performance Evolution  
Simulation Model 
Our simulation is implemented in Network Simulator 
2 [3][4].There are 1,000 sensor nodes randomly 
distributed in a 500 _ 500 m2 region and the 
transmission range of a node is 40 m. For each sensor 
node, the average number of transmitting or receiving 
messages is 30 ms. In default settings, sensor nodes 
are static. For each query, the location of a query 
point q is randomly selected. The default value of K 
for each KNN query is 100. A sensed datum is 4 

bytes long and the query result is not aggregated. The 
broadcasting period of beacon messages is 3 s. A 
KNN query is considered as answered when the 
query result is returned to the source node. In each 
round of experiment, five queries are issued from 
randomly selected source nodes. Each experimental 
result is derived by obtaining average results from 10 
rounds of experiments. For a fair comparison, we 
obtain the result of PCIKNN and compare with 
PCIKNN using Customized GPSR with the minimum 
latency/energy consumption. 

Experimental Results on KNN Boundary 
Estimation 

We evaluated the proposed KNN boundary 
estimation With GPSR, we set the value of K to be 
350. To avoid the effect of network boundary, query 
points in the middle region (i.e., 100 m _ 100 m) are 
selected. The linear regression function of PCIKNN 
is set to H(dist(NiNi+1)) = (-76.9166* dist(NiNi+1) + 
4999.0903)  by linear regression technique in [10]. 
The optimal KNN boundary is the average distance 
of the Kth distant nodes of all queries derived by the 
experiments. As shown in Fig. 6a, PCIKNN is very 
close to the optimal KNN boundary under various 
network density. However, the boundary estimated in 
PCIKNN has little decrement in the optimal KNN 
boundary. This performance graph shows that query 
latency is decreased by using the PCIKNN and it 
improve the efficiency in query latency. 

 
Fig. 6a Query Latency performance graph 

 
Performance with respect to Energy Consumption     
In this experiment, we evaluate PCIKNN with GPSR 
by varying the value of K from 50 to 400. As shown 
in fig 6 a, the latency of PCIKNN slightly increases 
because the length of branch segments is increased. It 
can be seen in Fig.6b that the total energy 
consumption of PCIKNN  
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Fig. 6b Energy consumption performance graph. 

 
Conclusion & Future Scope 
In this paper, we proposed an efficient itinerary-
based KNN algorithm, PCIKNN using rotated 
itinerary structure, for KNN query processing in the 
sensor network. PCIKNN disseminates queries and 
collects data along pre-designed itineraries with high 
parallelism. We derived the latency and the energy 
consumption of PCIKNN and then by optimizing the 
derived formulas, we are able to determine the 
appropriate number of sectors for PCIKNN. The 
optimized PCIKNN has some advantages which are 
listed as under: 
� Nonparametric architecture 
� Accurately determines the KNN boundary 
� By pass void region in non-uniform area. 

In the near future, we would like to enhance this 
concept by taking more simulation parameters to 
reduce more energy consumption and latency issues.  
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